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1. Overview 

The St. Paul’s Hospital redevelopment project anticipates four major components: 

1. Demolition of the Comox building and construction of a new building for ambulatory care services (at 
Comox and Thurlow streets) 

2. Renovations to the Providence building for inpatient, diagnostic and treatment services 

3. Renovation and expansion of the Emergency Department and adaptive reuse of the balance of the 
Burrard building for offices and support services 

4. Infrastructure upgrades throughout 

This Master Plan outlines the scope of work required to upgrade the Providence and Burrard buildings to 
meet current building codes and benchmark standards for future needs. It illustrates recommended spatial 
configurations based on 

 a master program of service requirements 

 infrastructure upgrades to structural, mechanical, electrical, and information technology systems 

 site-wide landscape master plan; and transportation analysis 

All tempered by practical considerations for reuse of existing facilities. 
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The Master Plan consulting team was comprised of: 

Master Program Resource Management Consultants  

Architectural Master Plan Hughes Condon Marler Architects  

Seismic Upgrade Study Ausenco Sandwell 

Mechanical Master Plan Versacon Engineering 

Electrical Master Plan Arnett Grgic Engineering 

Information Technology Plan HSSBC  

Landscape Master Plan Durante Kreuk Landscape Architects 

Transportation Assessment Bunt & Associates 

Cost Analysis SSA Quantity Surveyors 

 

 

2. Master Program 

The Master Program describes the component areas required to meet service needs based on patient care 
volumes projected to 2030. Sixty-two programs and services were reviewed to determine the preferred 
location and space requirements. Note that programs and services anticipated to be relocated to the new 
ambulatory care building are outside of the scope of this Master Plan and the subject of a separate detailed 
Functional Program.  

Service utilization data was used to project workload and staffing, key drivers for determining space 
requirements.  

 Inpatient bed needs are projected to increase from the current funded capacity of 436 beds to 473 
beds by 2020 and 515 beds by 2030 

 Emergency Department visits are projected to increase by 30% in 2020 and 60% by 2030 

 In-Centre dialysis runs (those required to remain in the acute inpatient hospital setting) are 
anticipated to increase 18% by 2020 and 45% by 2030 

Master Program priorities are to: 

 Repatriate inpatient beds from the 1912-1930 Burrard building to the newer Providence building 

 Increase the number of single and double inpatient rooms (including critical care), eliminating 4-bed 
rooms while preserving the opportunity to increase bed capacity to anticipated 2020 and 2030 
volumes 

 Improve the surgical suite by reconfiguring space to provide 9 operating rooms meeting current 
standards increase and improve Post -Anesthetic care spaces. (Note the ambulatory care building will 
provide 8 new operating/procedure rooms for surgical daycare – increasing the total number of OR’s 
on campus from 14 to 17) 

 Improve and expand the Emergency Department;  

 Expand diagnostic imaging; consolidate and expand laboratory services; expand pharmacy and 
relocate with other diagnostic services 

 Expand and improve support services notably the Morgue, Medical Device Reprocessing Department 
(MDRD), Biomedical Engineering, and laundry marshalling; relocate staff occupied spaces (security, 
Housekeeping, Uniform Distribution from Burrard basement) 
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3. Architectural Master Plan 

Many of the current programs and services anticipate growth but there is no available area within 
the Providence and Burrard Buildings other than that vacated by programs moving to the new 
building. It is therefore not possible to accommodate all the future growth needs and the 
architectural study identifies how the remaining areas might be allocated based on priority need and 
functional / operational efficiency.  

 
 

The existing Burrard building dates from 1912. It is listed on the City of Vancouver Heritage 
Registry and acts as the main arrival point to the Hospital from Burrard Street. A major retrofit is 
required to bring the building to code compliant standard. It currently has a mix of uses including 
outpatient services, inpatient mental health, administrative offices and the main emergency 
department. In the future, it will contain only storage below grade and administrative space, clinical 
research, staff and support facilities above the main floor. The existing Emergency Department was 
extensively renovated between 2008 and 2010, and has a key location on the campus at street 
level for arrival and ambulance drop off. Consequently it will be retained and expanded in its current 
location. 

The Providence building dates form 1979 (Providence 1) and 1988 (Providence 2). It occupies the 
south end of the site and comprises a three storey podium with support services on Level 1; 
diagnostic imaging and laboratory on Level 2; surgical suite, critical care and maternity on Level 3. 
Two 6 storey towers sit on the podium. Level 4 houses mechanical rooms and food services. Levels 
5 to 10 house both inpatient and outpatient services. Outpatient services, with the exception of 
interventional cardiology and In-Centre haemodialysis, will be relocated to the new ambulatory care 
building. This will create space for expansion of diagnostic, treatment and support services on the 
lower floors and the renovation of inpatient units on the upper floors. Illustrative floor plans follow.
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Level 0 (Existing) 

 

 

Level 0 (Burrard Basement) 
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Level 1 (Existing) 

 

Level 1 
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Level 2 (Existing) 

 

Level 2 
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Level 3A (Existing) 

 

Level 3A 
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Level 3B (Existing) 

 

Level 3B  
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Level 4 (Existing) 

 

Level 4 
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Level 5 (Existing) 

 

Level 5 
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Level 6 (Existing) 

 

Level 6 

 



 

Level 7 (Existing) 

 

Level 7 
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Level 8 (Existing) 

 

Level 8 
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Level 9 (Existing) 

 

Level 9 
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Level 10 (Existing) 

 

Level 10 
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4.  Structural (Seismic Upgrade) 

The structural (seismic) analysis utilized 3D computer modeling of each building to assess seismic 
performance of the existing buildings and proposed upgrades.  

Providence building upgrade concepts are equivalent in performance to current code post-disaster 
requirements for new buildings. Current capacity to withstand seismic force is estimated at 50-70% of code 
requirements. The use of dampers to dissipate earthquake energy was considered along with both “external” 
and “internal” conventional options for reinforcement; a ‘base isolation’ option was also developed. 

Burrard building upgrade concepts are equivalent in performance to current code post-disaster requirements 
for new buildings for the ground floor (where the Emergency Department is located) and lower levels; and to 
life safety or better requirements for the upper floors. Current capacity to withstand seismic force is estimated 
at 10-30% of code requirements. Both ‘conventional’ concrete shear wall and ‘base isolation’ options were 
considered.   

Base isolation is recommended for both buildings: 

 The cost is less than conventional options 

 The work is far less intrusive (occurring at basement or parking levels) causing much less disturbance 
to existing operations 

 Ancillary components such as brick facades and clay tile partitions will survive an earthquake intact 
without requiring major reinforcement before or repair afterward 

 It offers the greatest flexibility for timing of work (not dependent on work being concurrent with interior 
renovations) 
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5.  Mechanical Systems Upgrades 

nging 

 and cold supply and return ductwork; connect to 

ezer condensing units 

ining piping from dialysis or radiology equipment with corrosion resistant piping 

Medical Gas Systems 

 Provide dedicated laboratory service air compressor; connect Burrard building vacuum service to 
Providence 1 medical vacuum system; interconnect vacuum between Providence 1 and 2 

 Replace original medical gas alarm panels 

Primary Heating & Steam 

 Create mechanical room on Burrard Building Lower Level to contain domestic hot water tanks, heat 
exchangers and pressure reducing valves; reroute steam line from boiler plant 

 Install satellite steam boiler plant on the roof of Providence Building (by Central Heat Distribution Ltd.) 

Chilled Water System 

 Replace chiller, cooling towers; convert existing chilled water system to variable flow 

Fire Protection Systems 

 Install a full sprinkler system throughout the levels 2 to 10 of the Providence 1 and Burrard building 

 Provide new water supply connections for the sprinkler systems off the city water mains 

Seismic Upgrades Mechanical Work 

 Provide flexible connections at foundation walls for services entering Providence and Burrard  

 Support drainage piping off the main floor slab; provide flexible connections where required 

 

6.  Electrical Systems Upgrades 

The primary electrical service equipment at St. Paul’s Hospital is being replaced under the Electrical 
Infrastructure Upgrade Project approved in 2012 at a cost of $11,551,400. Secondary equipment and service 
distribution upgrade is not included in that project. 

The recommended mechanical services upgrade scope of work includes:  

HVAC Systems – Providence Buildings  

 Replace mixing boxes, fans, smoke dampers; add filter gauges, temperature sensors within the 
parking areas; connect to building management information system 

 Operating Rooms: new laminar flow supply diffusers; booster fan for anaesthetic gas scave

 Laboratory: increase the air flow rate; replace ductwork serving radioactive isotope fume hoods 

 Inpatient Units: increase ventilation rate in the Providence ; add exhaust to new isolation rooms  

HVAC Systems – Burrard Buildings 

 Install three roof-mounted air handling units; add hot
dual duct boxes for zone control 

Plumbing 

 Replace domestic hot, cold and recirculation water piping, booster pumps, interconnect buildings 

 Fixtures: replace existing 13 litre flush water closets with 6 or 4.8 litre units  

 Provide roof-mounted cooling tower for the kitchen cooler and fre

 Connect any laboratory equipment now using city water for cooling to the chilled water system 

 Replace rema
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The recommended scope of work for electrical service upgrade as part of the redevelopment project includes:  

 to Burrard basement (replacing equipment in Power Plant building) 

r, 

nd 
m to IT, security and building management equipment 

ated, energy efficient types; note existing 347 volt lighting in 
ce buildings is no longer permitted for patient care areas 

e redundant) 

ing 

: provide new system independent from fire alarm system 

as required 

vations. 

connection points for both 
wired and wireless systems 

Service Rooms 

 Provide new main electrical room

 Provide new electrical rooms each floor Burrard, Providence buildings (replacing existing) 

Power Distribution 

 Provide VITAL and conditional systems to all patient care areas (some areas have no VITAL powe
others have only VITAL) 

 Uninterrupted Power Source (UPS) distribution: provide to critical medical equipment nurse call a
monitoring; operational syste

Lighting 

 Replace all with anti-microbial tre
Providen

Fire alarm system 

 Expand existing system to accommodate anticipated renovations 

 Change alarms when Providence 1 sprinklered (pressurization fans, dampers will becom

Communication Systems 

 Nurse Call and Code Blue Systems: upgrade to Roland 4000 next generation equipment - exist
Roland Responder 3000 (not code compliant) and 4000 

 Public address

 Master clock system: provide new wireless synchronized clocks throughout 

 Security Systems: extend current Lenel system 

 

 

7.  Information Technology 

The existing information technology is 
 – the or will be obsolete by 2018

anticipated start of reno

Replacement infrastructure will 
include: 

 Main equipment rooms for 
telephone and data (in 
Providence and new 
Ambulatory Care Building) 

 46 new communications 
rooms with equipment 

 New structured cabling and 
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8.  Landscape Master Plan 

The existing spaces between buildings at St. Paul’s Hospital are disconnected and neglected. The Landscape 

 upgrade 

Master Plan will transform these into safe, attractive, functional, durable and contemporary places. 

Crime prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) principles are followed, building seismic
base isolation trenches are integrated, and Lights of Hope infrastructure provided. 

  

 

 

9.   Transportation Assessm

Transpor

ent & Management 

tation analysis shows that intersections will continue to operate well within capacity after 
l and the adjacent street network will accommodate projected increases in 
 impact to traffic operations. The northbound to westbound left turn 

rd are recommended to be removed and a bicycle push button crossing 
sing at Comox and Thurlow streets. 

ox will provide necessary off-street drop-off and short term visitor parking, 
arking, and access to the parade.  

 care building will be contiguous with the existing parkade under the 
umber of access points from 1 to 3. Two hundred and ninety new 

g handi-dart and transport vehicle spaces. This will increase the total 
95 which is between the City of Vancouver bylaw minimum requirement 

f 674 and maximum of 855 spaces. 

Transportation demand management techniques will be implemented to reduce staff parking demand, 
allowing greater patient access. 

Short term parking and drop-off (8 spaces) at the Comox entry to Burrard Building will remain and continue to 
support the Emergency Department. 

redevelopment of St. Paul’s Hospita
patient volumes with no discernable
restrictions at Comox and Burra
replace the existing pedestrian cros

A transportation courtyard off Com
supplementary security/ ambulance p

The parkade under the new ambulatory
Providence buildings increasing the n
parking spaces will be provided includin
number of spaces on the campus to 6
o
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10. Cost Analysis 

The cost of work described in the master plan is: 

Infrastructure Upgrades    

 Providence Seismic $ 45,629,000 

 Burrard Seismic  27,904,000 

 Electrical, Mechanical, IT  30,187,000 

  $ 103,720,000 

Providence Building Renovations      

 Inpatient Floors $ 77,339,000 

 Level 1 – Support  14,591,000 

Level 2 – Diagnostics  8,225,000 

Level 3 – OR, Critical Care  20,663,000 

Level 4 – Amenity  1,946,000 

  $ 127,764,000 

Burrard Building Renovations     

 Emergency Department  $ 27,479,000 

 Basement Renovations   2,688,000 

 Other Renovations  28,074,000 

  $ 58,241,000 

 

Landscape $ 6,642,000 

 

Total $ 291,367,000   

The sts include hard costs (including construction, overhead and profit, design contingencies, phasing 
ency, fees, commissioning, inspections, 

 

se co
allowance) and soft costs (including construction conting
administrative costs, decanting, and insurance). 

These costs do not include equipment, furnishings, GST (net or gross), or escalation. 

Estimating accuracy is +/- 20% 18 times out of 20. 
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